HomologyPlot: searching for homology to a family of proteins using a database of unique conserved patterns.
A new database of conserved amino acid residues is derived from the multiple sequence alignment of over 84 families of protein sequences that have been reported in the literature. This database contains sequences of conserved hydrophobic core patterns which are probably important for structure and function, since they are conserved for most sequences in that family. This database differs from other single-motif or signature databases reported previously, since it contains multiple patterns for each family. The new database is used to align a new sequence with the conserved regions of a family. This is analogous to reports in the literature where multiple sequence alignments are used to improve a sequence alignment. A program called HomologyPlot (suitable for IBM or compatible computers) uses this database to find homology of a new sequence to a family of protein sequences. There are several advantages to using multiple patterns. First, the program correctly identifies a new sequence as a member of a known family. Second, the search of the entire database is rapid and requires less than one minute. This is similar to performing a multiple sequence alignment of a new sequence to all of the known protein family sequences. Third, the alignment of a new sequence to family members is reliable and can reproduce the alignment of conserved regions already described in the literature. The speed and efficiency of this method is enhanced, since there is no need to score for insertions or deletions as is done in the more commonly used sequence alignment methods. In this method only the patterns are aligned. HomologyPlot also provides general information on each family, as well as a listing of patterns in a family.